A first step to an evidence-based talent identification program in the Netherlands; a research proposal
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Abstract: Talent identifications programs are developed for several sports in different countries around the world to improve the chance to excel during important sports events like the Olympics or World Championships. Not only elite sports at world class level but also the recreational level will benefit from talent identification programs. For a small country as The Netherlands, it is desirable to develop a good talent identification program to keep up with international level and to improve the connection between table tennis and recreational sports or non-athletes looking for a sport that fits them well. Because the key-factors which determine talent for table tennis are unknown, research to get a scientific fundament for a talent identification system for table tennis sports is desirable. This article presents a long-term research project (PhD) which is set-up by the Dutch Table Tennis Federation (NTTB) together with Saxion University of Applied Sciences and IQ Healthcare of the Radboud University Nijmegen in The Netherlands. The main purpose of this project is to find sport-specific determinants which play a key-role in talent identification in table tennis using a combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches. Preliminary results from the top-down approach are already available from reliability and validity studies on the talent identification assessment (TIDA) which is used by the NTTB. Analysis shows mainly good reliability for the test items separately and for the TIDA as a whole. Concurrent validity is partly confirmed for the TIDA, however further analyses are necessary. This research project can make an important step to an evidence-based talent identification program which benefits table tennis and other sports at elite and recreational level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Talent identification programs are used to identify talented athletes in time and to succeed at world class level. Besides the benefits for elite sports, talent identification in sports can be a helpful tool to increase sport participation in an open population and to reduce drop-outs by providing an optimal connection between sports, talents and personal preferences also on an amateur level.[9,14]

In literature suggestions are made about the determinant factors in sports which can predict success and should be used for talent identification. Models propose factors from several areas such as: ‘anthropometry’, ‘motor skills’, ‘mental skills’, ‘physical qualities’ and ‘contextual factors’ [1,5,9,16,17], Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Domains / Areas for talent identification

Although key-predictors are recognized for some sports [2,19-21], most sports still search for these specific determinants. Therefore, it has been recommended that each sport should develop a sport-specific talent identification program.[1,5,9,16,17]

Earlier research about table tennis revealed that trainers / coaches of the Dutch national selection found the presence of ‘motor skills’ the most important area to succeed, followed by mental and physical fitness [19]. Descriptions about table tennis sports from several authors proposed the following motor skills and physical traits as important for good table tennis performance: coordination, visual perception, control of arm and head movements, technical knowledge, a good sense of the game, ball control, good cardio-respiratory endurance, upper body- and hand strength in combination with good joint and muscle flexibility [7,10,11,15,18,22].

In contrast, Limoochi reported that of 40 international level coaches 36% ranked anthropometric factors as most important for talent identification followed by psychological factors (33%) and psychomotor factors (25%). From these areas ‘standing height’, ‘intelligence’ and ‘motivation’ were proposed to be key-factors, respectively. Only 11% of the coaches choose physical motor factors as most important.[12] Nevertheless, it must be remarked that because no
specific definitions or way of measurements were given for each factor in this study, it is quite hard to make a good interpretation and comparison with other studies.

Concerning the mental skills, Chu et al. [3] reported, using a qualitative approach, that the optimal mental states for ten elite table tennis players in Taiwan were characterized by concentration, self-confidence, positive thinking, emotional management and motivation. In addition, Lopez & Santelices [13] concluded from data (Manchester Personality Questionnaire) of elite table tennis athletes from the Philippines that personal characteristics of originality, rules consciousness, assertiveness, competitiveness, conscientiousness, achievement and resilience should be taken into account for effective recruitment of talents.

However, at this moment little scientific evidence is available about the determinants which are key-factors in table tennis and predict success on world class level. This has to be found out, before the next step ‘how to measure them’ can be made.

Our main research question therefore is: Which sport-specific determinants are important for identifying table tennis talent in youth players (7-12 years)? Research which combines top-down and bottom-up approaches is proposed to be an appropriate way to answer this question, Fig.2.
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### 2. RESEARCH PROPOSAL

#### 2.1 Top-down approach

The top-down approach is characterized by gathering empirical evidence using established methods to confirm or reject a priori hypotheses [16]. Univariate and multivariate analysis methods in retrospective data will be used to answer the research question.

The Dutch Table Tennis Federation (NTTB) developed a talent identification program to organize and structure talent identification. The national talent day is one of the events in this program. During the national talent day of the NTTB young table tennis athletes are tested for their table tennis talents. Therefore these children participate in a tournament while being observed by scouts and their motor skills are tested using a talent identification assessment (TIDA), Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test item</th>
<th>Short description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sprint</td>
<td>Pick-up and bring back 6 table tennis balls as fast as possible (pyramid shape sprint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agility</td>
<td>Getting through a circuit as fast as possible; over a gymnastics cabinet and under a low hurdle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Jump</td>
<td>Jumping as high as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed while dribbling</td>
<td>Sideward dribbling through a zigzag circuit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiming at target</td>
<td>Aiming at a target with bat and ball.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball skills</td>
<td>Aiming at a target with different balls (football, tennis ball, table tennis ball) using one bounce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing a ball</td>
<td>Throwing a table tennis ball as far as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye hand coordination</td>
<td>Throwing and catching a table tennis ball against a vertical table as often as possible in 30 seconds using alternatively the left and right hand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were collected from 1998 till 2010 and include the test results and tournament ranking of more than 1300 youth players aged between 5-12 years. Moreover the national rankings of the youngsters were available to follow the performance level of these youth players over years. This data-set was used for the analysis of the top-down approach and mainly consisted of performance measurement of motor skills (Fig.1). Sport-specific determinants for talent could be found by comparison of the well performers and poorly performers to learn more about talent identification in table tennis.

In addition to above, the reproducibility of the TIDA was investigated analyzing internal consistency and test-retest reliability [4] and new test items were developed to cover all specific traits which were suggested for talent identification by the NTTB experts. For the newly developed items validity was investigated by comparing talented and non-talented youth players and also a test-retest design was used to study reliability.

#### 2.2 Bottom-up approach

In the bottom-up approach elements for solution come from the collective wisdom, the rich anecdotal evidence, and the language of the sport performers themselves. Régnier et al. [16] reported this as an attempt to find out what features talented athletes cite in any specific area to explain their exceptional performance. Also the experiences of expert trainers / scouts could be of great value to find sport-specific
determinants for table tennis.

Qualitative studies are now designed to gain more insight in the vision and experiences of elite players and top trainers / scout on talent identification and development. Semi-structured interviews will be held to collect data. A content analysis will show whether the TIDA covers most important motor skills and physical traits and which other determinants should be taken into account in future.

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

At this moment only preliminary results are available.

Reliability studies have been conducted on the used test items. As a whole the TIDA has a good reliability and also per test items mainly good reliability has been shown [4].

The analyses for validity and to find sport specific determinants are now in process and the final results are expected at the end of 2011. From the first analysis the validity of the test items ‘speed while dribbling’, aiming at target, ball skills and ‘eye hand coordination’ seem promising; the concurrent validity [6] or the ability to discriminate between talented and less-talented youth players seems to be confirmed. However, further analyses and corrections for confounders are needed to make fair conclusions.

New data for the bottom-up approach still need to be collected and analysed. This research will be carried out in 2012 and results are expected at the end of 2012.

4. DISCUSSION

A talent identification program which is based on scientific evidence can be of great value for table tennis. Of course, individual exceptions which do not fit the criteria of such a program always remain. However, elite sports and also sport at a recreational level are expected to benefit from good talent detection by decreasing the chance to miss talent.

Since Van Rossum and table tennis experts [7,10,11,15,18,22] showed that motor skills and physical fitness are important traits in table tennis, it seems reasonable to investigate the value of the TIDA used by the NTTB. Moreover, talent identification which only consists of national ranking seems inappropriate, because ranking is influenced by the amount and quality of training. Especially in a small country as the Netherlands ranking will not provide the necessary information and talents could be missed. Furthermore, the nowadays system of scouting is not transparent enough and personal preferences of scouts might influence the results. A systematic approach of testing with valid and reliable tools on sports-specific determinants during a talent identification program is desirable to objectively select talents [9].

To obtain fair results for talent identification some required conditions are proposed when using a TIDA to test motor skills and physical fitness. First of all, the test items of the TIDA should cover all traits which play a key-role in table tennis. Secondly, to avoid the influence of training on the performance outcome, the test items should consists of uncommon tasks which are more or less new for everyone, but which are correlated to table tennis competencies. Therefore, table tennis tasks as returning a service, playing forehand topspin or the specific table tennis tests that Katsikadelis [8] used seem inappropriate. Then the tasks must motivate youth players in the age between 7-12 years to perform at their bests. So the tasks should be challenging and quite fun to do. Of course all test items and the TIDA as a whole must also meet the psychometric requirements for reproducibility, validity and responsiveness. Finally, for a good interpretation it is desirable to have norm values which are age and gender corrected [9].

Although the first analyses are promising for reliability [4] and validity further research is necessary to find the complete set of sport-specific determinants for table tennis. A critical reflection about the construct of the TIDA and the predictive value of the test items are essential to make straight conclusions.

Besides motor skills and physical traits also mental aspects and maybe other personal (anthropometric) and environmental factors must be taken into account for talent identification in table tennis [3,12,13]. A good talent identification system includes sport-specific factors from different areas / domains (Fig. 1). Although some research has been conducted in the Philippines and Taiwan to identify some of the mental / personal key-factors [3,13], the question arises whether these results can be extrapolated to countries in Western Europe. This also applies to the results of Limoochi’s study [12]. Cultural aspects and the norms and values of countries differ quite a lot, which can influence the results. A bottom-up approach with semi-structured interviews of elite players from the Netherlands and other Western European countries would add more insight which determinants are important for talent identification.

In conclusion, this research project aims to make a step to an evidence-based talent identification program which benefits sports at elite and recreational level. A combination of top-down and bottom-up research provide results a complete insight in the determinants which play a key-role for table tennis talents. Results from this study can be especially used for table tennis, however other racket sports also might profit, too.
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